
Clay and concrete machine types 

Moulds manufactured and supplied 

Training Services 

Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 



Parry Building Products supply quality hand-powered equipment to 

the construction industry. Over the last thirty years these UK manufac-

tured products have been used in over 60 countries! 

As  manufacturers we provide a variety of precast concrete moulds, durable machines and intensive training 

courses enabling you to create lightweight concrete structures and more. Utilising cost-saving construction 

techniques and designs for affordable housing, storage equipment and decorative products we have effective 

solutions for most construction issues.  

Through our network of agents and associates we will cater for all your building needs. Our technology  pro-

vides the ability to manufacture cost saving building materials using robust machinery. Combined with train-

ing courses our service gives our customers quality assurance for the life of our products.   

Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 

Parry Building Products 

Unit 8 Gainsborough Trading Estate 

Rufford Road 

Stourbridge 

West Midlands 

United Kingdom DY9 7ND 



Throughout this information pack you will see helpful shortcuts to inform you of the key fea-

tures of some Parry Building products. Please read this page carefully to help you identify 

these  symbols. 

This symbol denotes a mechanical device that runs solely on muscle power. Requiring no external 

power source other than a person. 

This symbol denotes a mechanical device that runs solely from a 12v DC source such as a car battery. 

Batteries can be trickle charged from an AC source or from solar or wind powered generators. 

This symbol denotes a setting mould where the product remains in the mould until it has set. This may 

take some days and it is recommended that enough of these inexpensive moulds are purchased to 

enable a continuous workflow. 

This symbol denotes a casting mould where the product can be removed and put aside to set. These 

sturdy moulds can be re-used many times a day. 



HP LARGE FORMAT TABLE 

A new larger hand powered machine designed to work with ALL Parry 

Building Products’ moulds! 

1200mm x 920mm x 1315mm (L X W X H) 

Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 

At the heart of Parry Building Products machinery is the vibrating table to settle the concrete mix 

and help produce perfect results every time. These hand powered tables require only muscle power 

and as such have a very low carbon emission. As well as being environmentally desirable they can be 

used anywhere. These machines will work with ALL Parry Building Products’ moulds! 

ELECTRIC FORMAT TABLE 

As above but designed to work from a 12 volt DC battery 

Now with variable speed control 

For making all products  

Will work with ALL Parry Building Products’ moulds! 

1200mm X 920mm X 740mm (L x H x W) 



Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 

HP STANDARD WORKSTATION 

The standard machine available as electric or hand powered for both Roman II / Pantile roof tiles. Also 

effective for producing wall and floor tiles. 

630mm x 610mm x 920mm (L x W x H) 

These vibrating tables are specifically designed for making smaller tiles—Roman ll 

and Pantiles. 

OR 



Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 

HP CEMENT MIXER 

This machine has the capacity to mix up to 25 roofing tiles per time no fuel or electricity required.  

The new manual mixer is good for safety, reducing accidents that can happen with an automatic 
turning drum. 



Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 

HR02 SEMI AUTOMATIC  BLOCK MAKING MACHINE 

Capacity 2000 blocks per day 

Training video in DVD format included 

Standard Block sizes 4”, 5” and 7” 

Supplied with 1 mould 



PANTILE—235mm x 495mm 

A traditional shape made to cope with uneven roof 

structures and in use throughout the world. The 

curved profile and large overlap ensures that roofs 

are leak proof without the need for underfelt or 

plastic sheeting. 

ROMAN II—245mm x 495mm 

Specially designed for tropical climates, the Roman 

ll is a smart tile with a more precise fit giving a top 

quality appearance to the completed roof. 

Tile Thickness 6mm 8mm 10mm 

Weight each 

(Kg) 
1.9 2.5 3.0 

Weight m2  (Kg) 20.0 25.0 31.0 

 Tile Coverage: 

Pantile—13.8 tiles per square metre 

Roman ll—12.5 tiles per square metre 

Batten spacing—400mm 

These pictures show tiles made with 5% pigment added 

Lightweight concrete tiles provide a high quality, low cost roof. The roof is much cooler to live under than 

steel sheets and is far quieter during thunderstorms. Water collected from the roof will also be clean enough 

for drinking. A concrete tiled roof is also very durable as the tiles are unaffected by corrosion.  



 

SUPER ROMAN— 330mm x 610mm 

Only 8 Super Roman tiles are required per 

square metre and the batten spacing is at 

500mm. Super Roman tiles have a deep water 

channel and large overlap which enables them 

to be used on low pitch roofs and also provide a 

roof which has a higher performance in extreme 

weather conditions. 

Compared to Roman and Pantiles, the cost per 

square metre of roof will usually be lower for 

Super Romans due to the reduced use of 

construction timber. These tiles provide a very 

attractive alternative to other types of roofing. 

These tiles can only be made on the large 

vibrating tables.  

Tile thickness 8mm 10mm 

Weight each (Kg) 4.8 5.4 

Weith per m2 (Kg) 38.0 43.0 

All tile moulds with timber rails have the 

ability to be neatly stacked. This is a good 

use of limited space and aids the curing pro-

cess 

Tile Coverage: 

Super Roman: 8 tiles per square metre 

Batten spacing: 500mm 

Super Roman lightweight concrete tiles provide a high quality, 

low cost roof. The roof is much cooler to live under than steel 

sheets and is far quieter during thunderstorms.  



Parry Building Products can also provide moulds for overlapping ridge tiles. The ridge tiles sit on a specially designed 

top row tile which, with its weir of mortar, prevents wind and rain from entering the ridge of the roof. It also 

provides a perfect base for placing ridge tiles evenly and levelly. 

The ridge tile fits all Parry Build-

ing Products tile designs. Its stur-

dy construction means good 

long term use and, with the inte-

grated locating strips can be 

stacked up to ten high. This is a 

good use of limited space and 

aids the curing process. 

600mm x 425mm 

Effective linear coverage 

(allowing for overlap):  450mm 

Typical mixes for ALL tiles: 

25% cement 

25% sand 

50% fine aggregate 

Colour pigment optional 



High and Dry system creates a raised load-bearing platform for use in single or multi-

storey construction. This ingenious system has been designed to reduce the quantity 

of concrete required by up to 40%! High and Dry also drastically saves on the amount 

of timber shuttering required to construct a solid raised platform and can also be used 

for fast floor construction. The end result gives a pleasant aesthetic coffered ceiling. 

Complete HIGH AND DRY BUILDING SYSTEM brochure is available to download from 

www.parrybuildingproducts.com/downloads 

(SEKANO GROUP) DESIGN  PROJECT FOR HOMES IN KISMAYO SOMALIA 2014 

                                                                                 © Robert Davies, John West Ltd 

 



square attachment and hollow waffle form 

600mm x 600mm x 130mm 

In addition to the Parry Building Products Large Vibrating Table, the contractor will need 

these products: 

Hollow column block 

300mm x 300mm x 200mm 

Column top slab 

600mm x 600mm x 40mm 

Concrete temporary support bracket 

145mm x 145mm x45mm 

Complete HIGH AND DRY BUILDING SYSTEM brochure is available to download from 

www.parrybuildingproducts.com/downloads 



Quality building blocks are essential in the safe construction process. Parry Building 

Products’ block moulds are designed to give years of trouble-free use. High quality 

hollow or solid concrete blocks can be made in the same mould.  

Vibration is used to produce high density blocks with a lower water content. High 

structural strength can be achieved with lower cement content. 

The blocks have a hard wearing surface and smooth texture compared to 

most blocks reducing the need for internal plastering, 

The block mould is a casting mould which means the mould is removed 

whilst the concrete is still wet allowing the mould to be used repeatedly 

the same day. The steel moulds are filled with concrete vibrated, turned 

over and removed leaving the blocks to cure. 

Output capacity is 80—100 units per mould per day with two workers. 

Block sizes: 

Typical mix ratio for ALL cast concrete blocks is: 1 part cement; 4 parts sand; 5 parts aggre-

gate. 

“4 inch” - (390 x 190 x 100mm) - recommended for internal walls. 

“6 inch” - (390 x 190 x 150mm) - recommended for interior and exterior walls. 

“8 inch” - (390 x 190 x 200mm) - recommended for external walls. 

Alternative sizes can be supplied on request at an additional charge. 



Parry Building Products make a series of moulds to help easily construct water and storage tanks that resist corro-

sion, are durable and do not contaminate contents. 

Construction using these interlocking blocks does not require special materials or skills. A 6,000 litre tank can be 

quickly built—in as little as 2-3 days after the blocks have been cured. 

These blocks are also useful for constructing wells, pit latrines, cattle troughs, rodent proof grain storage, culverts, 

arches, vaults… 

3m diameter 4m diameter 2m diameter 

2m 



The new FlexiTank from Auto Pot "A 
brilliant portable water storage device 
available in a range of different sizes 
from 75litres to 750 litres." 

Valéron AVA: Extremely high performance insulating foil. 

High strength cross-laminated HDPE. 

Combined with pure grade reflective aluminium. 

Extremely high tear resistance. 

Reflects 95% 0f solar heat. 

Smooth easy to clean surface. 

Puts your building in the shade. 

Mjengo: High performance tank liner and gas barrier. In a 

water tank Mjengo prevents water contamination from 

contact with alkaline concrete. 

Five layer: Black Polythene/scrim reinforced/polyethylene/

aluminium/black polyethylene. 

Ready made liners for 2m water tanks are available 



The production of tiles is a simple process but one that can greatly enhance the practicality and 

look of the interior of a building. Tiles can be coloured using local pigments and dyes.  

Hard wearing polyurethane moulds give a consistent moulding time after time, year after year! 

They produce a square, flat tile with a very smooth face and bevelled edged to make neat 

grouting a simple operation. 

Three impression wall tile mould each section making a tile 150mm x 150mm x 12mm 

Two impression floor tile mould each section making a tile 230mm x 230mm x 35mm 

The thickness of the tile can be reduced by putting a smaller measured amount of  

concrete in the mould. 

 



A patterned or textured tile takes just as long to fabricate as a plain tile but it will attract a higher market 

price as a luxury product. A massive variety of moulds can be provided by Parry Building Products for use on 

their Large Vibrating Tables. These durable precision moulds are available in ABS plastic, polypropylene and 

polyurethane and there is an extensive range of shapes and sizes. Further details on request. 



 

Balustrades are produced from a synthetic rubber mould and can be used to 

provide  decorative borders for gardens, patios and terraces.  

A variety of sizes are available and can be made on the Large Parry Building 

Products vibrating tables. 

Self-sealing moulds with fast action clamps to allow speedy production and 

blemish free products- no bolts, nuts or tools. No leakage. 

Full dimensional drawings available 



“I” Block mould for making interlocking road tiles with a pleasing look. 

 

200mm x 165mm x 79mm 

4 way rectangular block casting mould. Available in any size to customer specification 

We at Parry Building Products can make any mould to your specific requirements and 

we are happy to advise on technical specifications. 

Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 



Interlocking block moulds have been developed to be used as a secure pe-

rimeter wall. Using the Parry Building Products large vibrating table these 

hollow blocks are cost effective and, once cured, the blocks are simply 

slotted together without mortar, quickly providing a resilient barrier. 

Typical mix ratio for ALL cast concrete blocks is: 1 part cement; 4 parts 

sand; 5 parts aggregate. 

Sizes (from left to right): 

Corner block - 300mm x 300mm x 200mm 

Long block (effective length) -  370mm x 150mm x 200mm 

Short Block -  (effective length) - 190mm x 150mm x 200mm 

Block mould system comprised of three parts—a corner block, a long block and a short 

block. By removing the appropriate red insert the corner block mould can make joining 

pillar blocks for added strength on long wall runs. By stacking a short block on top of a 

long block a true “brick bonded” wall is built. The corner block requires 12mm rebar 

(not included) to reinforce corners. 



The Vibrating Sieve  will separate and automatically sort any 

particle based load in to three different sizes. 10mm +, 10—

5mm, 5mm and smaller 

1240mm x 1000mm x 1350mm. Boxed weight: 135Kg 

OR 



The Clay Tile System consists of moulds, roller press and plastic drying forms 

enabling the small brick maker to produce clay pantiles. Typical production is 

200 tiles per day (12.5 m2) 

1050mm x 715mm x 1120mm. Boxed weight 65Kg 

The Pendulum Clay Crusher is used with dry clay or soil to produce finely ground 

particles which can be converted to an effective brick clay with overnight tem-

pering with water. The crusher is manually powered but can produce enough 

clay to feed two brick presses. With typical clays and shales the crusher can pro-

cess over 20Kg per minute! 

1650mm x 805mm x 1660mm. Boxed weight: 315Kg 



The Brick Press compresses clay and soil to a high 

consistency and standard size.  

Top quality, repeatable results. Steel table for mate-

rial preparation means a clean manageable work-

space. 

1100 x 900 x 955mm 

Make your product speak your name with  

Your company branding on EVERY brick! 

Kits available from Parry Building Products 



To supplement the Parry Building Products construction aids is a range of useful and hardwearing accessories.  

Chemically resistant, UV stabilised polypro-

pylene trays ribbed on the inside to prevent 

slipping. Hard wearing and long lasting. 

1000mm x 550mm x 150mm  

800mm x 800mm x 120mm      

1000mm x 1000mm x 120mm  

1200mm x 1200mm x 120mm   

(boots not included) 

Discount available on bulk orders! 

Chemically resistant, UV stabilised polypropylene protective guard. 

1205mm x 825mm x 6mm 

Multi drawer storage cabinet ideal for storing 

screws, bolts and ancillary tools. 

270 x 130 x 210mm 



Parry Building Products lightweight shelving units are easy to assemble flat-packed 

items. Each shelf can carry 50Kg. Also available with black shelves. 

Shelving unit - 900mm x 390mm x 1400mm (L x W x H) 

Distance between shelves - 380mm 



David Smith  

British African Business Alliance 

david.smith@brtishafrican.org 

www.britishafrican.org 

+44 (0)7957 871 470 

CAMEROON 

Mrs. Annette Malam, M M Parry Associates,  

Bafia 

00237 5110 1155 

00237 9467 964 

00237 2206 4757 

TANZANIA 

Mr. Renatus Mgetta 

Tanzania Birmingham Ltd 

Bahari Beach, Dar-Es-Salaam 

Tanzania, East Africa 

r.mgetta@tanzaniabirmingham.co.tz 

www.tanzaniabirmingham.co.tz 

00255 654 219 172 

+44 (0)7405 189 178 

Peter Nderitu (Kenya) 

Falcons Travel 

London  

nderitu.peter@rocketmail.com 

www.falconstravel.com 

+44 (0)7423 672 020 

Pastor Francis (Nigeria) 

Birmingham 

enofe54@yahoo.co.uk 

+44 (0)7449 869 431 

SOUTH SOMALIA 

Mr. Mohamud Dahir 

Sekano Group 

Kissmayo (Somalia) 

www.sekanogroup.com 

00252 618 178544 

00252 618 178406 

Mohamed Shermarke (Somalia) 

East African and  

Middle East Sales Executive 

London 

banderjadeed@gmail.com  

+ 44 (0)7958 262 294 

PHILIPPINES 

Mr. Robert John Turner 

British Water Inc. 

12c Eton Parkview 

Gamboa Street, Makati City 

Philippines 

John.turner953@btinternet.com 

0063 9063 388069 

Dr. John Lukomona (Zambia) 

Company: Amaka Ya Bawingi 

johnlukomona@yahoo.co.uk 

www.amakayabawingi.com 

+44 (0)7715 819 084 

Dennis Chisunka (Zambia) 

Manchester  

dchisunka@gmail.com 

+44 (0)7713 482 716 

Architectural Services: 

Robert Davies, John West Ltd 

www.rdjwltd.com 

+44 (0)1784 459211 

Building Materials consultancy Services 

Intermediate Technology Workshops 

www.intermediatetechnologyworkshops.com 

+44 (0)1384 569171 

Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 

http://www.tanzaniabirmingham.co.tz
http://www.sekanogroup.com


KENYA 

Mr Abbas Dolla, 
PO BOX 84167- 80100 
Mombasa 
Msimara Yard  
Off Beach Road Nyali road. 

azdola@yahoo.com 

00254 701 193 345 

NIGERIA SOUTH 

Dr Apoki Charles 

drapoki@yahoo.com 

00234 802 825 8702 

NIGERA NORTH 

Eden Associates 

Dr Hab Yongo 

hyongoa@yahoo.com  

NIGERIA ABUJA and CENTRAL 

Farouq & Parry Associates 

Mr Umar Farouq 

umarauduali@gmail.com 

 00234 803 587 2238 

SOMALILAND & DJIBOUTI 

Mr. Yusuf Waid, 

Yusuf_waid@hotmail.com 

00252 633 815 198 

Tel: +44 (0)1384 442080 

E-mail: sales@parrybuildingproducts.com 

FRANCE , BELGIUM  and  MALI 

Ricochet International 

contact@ricochet-international.com 

www.richochet-international.com 

0033 148 847 319 

00237 9467 964 

00237 2206 4757 

D.R.C. and ANGOLA 

MK-IBS  

Mr. Jean Claude Kabiuku, 

jckabuiku@gmail.com  

www.mk-ibs.co.uk 

00243 997 853 708 (D.R.C.) 

00244 99 772 83 30 (Angola) 

SENEGAL 

Africa Pheonix 

modoum1987@hotmail.co.uk 

00221 775 511 575 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

Mr. Adrian Saun 

adriansaun@gmail.com 

 00675 73796807  

SRI LANKA 

Esther David 

Call D Global (Pvt) Ltd 

estherdavi@googlemail.com 

 




